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Abstract 
Vehicles have been so far improved in terms of energy-efficiency and safety mainly by optimising the engine and the power 
train. However, there are opportunities to increase energy-efficiency and safety by adapting the individual driving 
behaviour in the given driving situation. In this paper, an improved rule match algorithm is introduced, which is used in the 
expert system of a human-centred driving system. The goal of the driving system is to optimise the driving behaviour in 
terms of energy-efficiency and safety by giving recommendations to the driver. The improved rule match algorithm checks 
the incoming information against the driving rules to recognise any breakings of a driving rule. The needed information is 
obtained by monitoring the driver, the current driving situation as well as the car, using in-vehicle sensors and serial-bus 
systems. On the basis of the detected broken driving rules, the expert system will create individual recommendations in 
terms of energy-efficiency and safety, which will allow eliminating bad driving habits, while considering the driver needs. 
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1. Introduction 
Saving energy and protecting the environment have become fundamental for politics and society1. 
Furthermore, as a result of the increasing number of cars and drivers, more accidents and fatalities on the roads 
have been determined2. The driving behaviour has a great impact on safety3 and on the energy consumption of 
a vehicle. Thus, the adaptation of the driving behaviour can save energy up to 30%4,5,6 and increase the road 
safety. 
Considering the facts above a driving system is introduced in this paper, which is currently under 
development. Its goal is to optimise the driving behaviour in terms of energy-efficiency and safety by giving 
adequate recommendations for the current driving situation. The recommendations depend on the chosen area 
of improvement like energy-efficiency and/or safety. If the driver adheres the given recommendations it is 
possible to fulfil the energy-efficiency and safety potential of adapted driving. 
There are already several driving systems, whose goal is to optimise the driving behaviour by giving energy-
efficiency or safety relevant hints7,8. However these driving systems cover either the area of energy-efficiency 
or safety. In contrast, the guiding system introduced in this paper will try to improve both areas. Moreover, the 
typical driving behaviour will be represented using a driving profile, which allows the adaptation of the guiding 
system to the individual driving behaviour. This makes it possible to create recommendations based on any 
negative change of the driving behaviour or the driver condition. Furthermore, the acceptance of the driving 
system could be increased as only useful recommendations will be shown to the driver. The recommendations 
will be given on time, as the driving system predicts the state of the car. Thus, the reaction of the driver to the 
dangerous driving situation will be appropriate. The first prototype of the driving system is developed on the 
basis of a driving simulator. The second prototype will be connected to a real car, to test the driving system in a 
real environment. 
The following chapter gives a brief overview over energy-efficient or safety relevant driving systems. 
Chapter 3 explains the architecture of the driving system. The rule match algorithm, used in the expert system, 
is introduced and evaluated in the Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. Finally, a conclusion of this work and a 
forecast about the future work is given in the Chapter 6. 
2. Related work 
An energy-efficient and safe driving behaviour is described by a set of driving rules. As these rules have to 
be adhered to achieve the goal to save energy and to increase the safety, the cooperation of the driver is needed. 
Van Mierlo et al.6 evaluated several energy-efficient related driving rules. The results showed a decrease of 
the energy consumption and vehicle emissions, when the drivers interpreted the rules correctly. Furthermore, 
the driving speed decreased during the practice of the driving rules. According to Haworth et al.4 a reduced 
driving speed leads to an increase of the road safety. 
“ANESA”9 is a driving system trying to reduce the energy consumption of the car through freewheeling. 
This approach saves up to 13%, when the drivers followed the instructions of the driving system on time. 
However, freewheeling is only one aspect of energy-efficient driving, therefore the energy-savings could be 
more increased using the driving rules mentioned in “Driving style and traffic measures”6.  
Another driving system10 is based on the interaction between the mobile phone and the car. Its focus is the 
education of the driver in eco-driving by giving advices to eliminate bad driving habits. The driving system 
runs on a mobile device, because the needed information is gathered through the diagnostic port of the car and 
the internet connection of the device. The internet connection of the mobile device may not be available during 
the whole journey, therefore it is not guaranteed that the driving system is able to obtain all needed data for 
further processing. Furthermore, the driving system does not consider the individual driving behaviour, which 
can be used for the adaptation of the driving system to the driver. 
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Car manufacturers also research on energy-efficient and ecological driving systems, for instance the driving 
system of Kia7. It gives feedback to the driver using two different coloured lamps, which mean energy-efficient 
driving and stand-by of the driving system or normal fuel consumption of the car. Furthermore, the driving 
system shows neither the wrongdoings of the driver nor gives driving hints to the driver. This would allow 
eliminating bad driving habits, which are the main cause of inefficient driving behaviour.  
An energy-efficient driving behaviour has also positive effects on safety, as it prevents aggressive driving, 
which is the main cause of accidents4.  
Besides the driving systems with respect to energy-efficiency, there are also safety relevant driving systems 
like “DAISY”11. It monitors the driver, the current driving situation and the driver condition to create warnings 
in dangerous situations, especially in situations that are susceptible for distractions. However, “DAISY” does 
not try optimising the driving behaviour although bad driving habits of the driver might have caused the 
dangerous situation. 
Another driving system with the focus on safety is called “DriveDiagnostics”8. It has the goal to educate the 
driver in terms of safety. Therefore, “DriveDiagnostics” monitors and analyses the car movement to indicate 
the trip safety. The driving system has a real time feedback, which warns the driver when his current driving 
behaviour does not match his typical driving behaviour or when the driver drives aggressively. In contrast, the 
offline feedback of “DriveDiagnostics” shows the average trip safety to the driver after the journey based on 
the recorded data during the journey. The safety could be increased more by observing additionally the driver 
condition, which would allow the recognition of an uncommon driver condition like fatigue using tracking 
systems12 and drowsiness using vital sensors13. Thus, his/her condition could be additionally the basis for 
detecting dangerous situations. 
The driving systems presented in this chapter cover either the area of energy-efficiency or safety. They also 
do not consider the individual driving behaviour or the driver condition, which are also important factors to 
improve energy-efficiency and safety. In contrast, the driving system introduced in this paper adapts itself to 
the individual driving behaviour as well as considers the driver condition. Moreover, it covers both areas: 
energy-efficiency and safety. This allows the creation of individual driving hints in terms of energy-efficiency 
and safety, while considering the driver needs. 
3. Architecture 
The driving system presented in this paper is based on a multi-tier architecture, which is shown in Fig. 1. 
The driving system has three main components, which will be described in the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. An excerpt of the driving system architecture. The figure 
shows only modules that are important for the expert system. 
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x Data Layer: It is responsible for gathering all relevant data from the car, the driver and the environment. 
Therefore, it is connected to the in-car serial-bus systems to receive the information from the car, to vital 
sensors for monitoring the driver and to other sensors, which are relevant for retrieving information about 
the environment, like the weather condition. The incoming data is then aggregated using fuzzy logic 14. 
Based on the incoming and aggregated data, a driving profile is generated, which describes the typical 
driving behaviour of the driver. Beside these tasks, the “Data Layer” administrates and stores all relevant 
information, which is needed for further processing. 
x Processing Layer: The information, stored and administrated in the “Data Layer”, is used in the “Processing 
Layer” to analyse the driving behaviour. First, it predicts the state of the car using the stored data in the 
“Data Layer”. On the basis of the prediction and the analysis of the driving behaviour, it generates 
individual recommendations, which guide the driver to drive energy-efficient or safe.  
x Graphical Layer: Its main purpose is the rendering of the graphical user interface on the in-vehicle display 
unit. It also shows the created driving hints to the driver using for example the graphical user interface or an 
acoustic signal. Furthermore, it provides the opportunity to configure the driving profile by choosing the 
areas, which the driver wants to be improved like energy-efficient, safety or both areas. 
In the following the Data Layer is briefly described. However, as the main focus of this paper is the process 
of the recommendation creation, the “Processing Layer” will be described in detail. 
3.1. Data layer 
The “Data Layer” is connected to the in-vehicle serial-bus systems and to different sensors to retrieve 
information about the car, the driver and the environment. In the first prototype the CAN (Controller Area 
Network) serial-bus system is used to get the information about the car, like driving or engine speed. 
Additionally, an ear sensor monitors the pulse of the driver, which allows the calculation of the heart-rate 
coherence. This value can be used to indicate drowsiness15 and stress16 of the driver. As the environment of the 
car has also an influence on energy-efficient and safe driving, for example the weather condition, different 
sensors are connected to the “Data Layer” for measuring the influences of the environment.  
Based on the incoming data, a driving profile of the driver is generated, which represents his/her typical 
driving behaviour. The driving profile is stored in the “Mid Term Knowledge Base”. However, during the 
initialisation of the driving profile, it has to be updated until it has enough data to represent the typical driving 
behaviour. Besides the raw incoming data, the driving profile considers also aggregated data during the profile 
update process. The aggregation is done using fuzzy logic, as some data has more value when it is fuzzy. The 
aggregated is stored along with the incoming data in the working memory, which is placed “Short Term 
Knowledge Base”. Finally, the “Long Term Knowledge Base” stores information about the car, like mileage, 
and the driving rules. 
3.2. Processing layer 
The “Processing Layer” analyses the driving behaviour with respect to energy-efficiency and safety rules 
and generates recommendations, based on the results of the analysis, the individual driving behaviour and the 
reaction of the driver to the given recommendation. For these tasks the “Processing Layer” is using an expert 
system, which is separated in two modules: the “Rule- and Data Element Selector” and the “Inference Engine”. 
Moreover, the driving system tries to give an early feedback to the driver, by predicting the state of the car in 
the “Prediction Engine” using the ARMA (Autoregressive-Moving Average) algorithm17. This allows giving 
recommendations on time, so that the driver has enough time to avoid the breaking of the driving rule. On the 
basis of the prediction, the expert system is able to generate recommendations before a breaking of a driving 
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rule occurs. The data, which is used in the “Processing Layer”, is received from the “Data Layer”, respectively 
from the ”Short-”, “Mid-” and “Long Term Knowledge Base”. 
In the following the expert system will be described in detail. If readers are interested in the “Prediction 
Engine”, they are encouraged to read18.  
3.2.1. Expert system 
The expert system is the main component of the driving system. It is responsible for deciding whether it is 
relevant to show the driver a driving recommendation or not. The decision is done on the basis of the 
information stored in the different “Knowledge Bases” and the predicted data. The decision task is split in two 
modules: The “Rule- and Data Element Selector” and the “Inference Engine”. The “Rule- and Data Element 
Selector” module has the task to detect broken driving rules, changes of the current driving behaviour from the 
typical driving behaviour and uncommon driver conditions. On recognition of any of these irregularities, the 
irregularity will be passed with the corresponding data to the “Inference Engine” using the “Broken Rules 
Queue”. The “Broken Rules Queue” contains the irregularity, for example a broken rule for energy-efficiency, 
and the data that caused the irregularity. Finally, the “Inference Engine” decides if it is necessary to show a 
driving recommendation relating to the irregularity in the “Broken Rule Queue”. The decision is based on the 
reaction of the driver to already given recommendations. In the following the “Rule- and Data Element 
Selector” and the “Inference Engine” will be explained in detail. 
 
3.2.1.1. Rule- and data element selector 
As mentioned before, the “Rule- and Data Element Selector” module is responsible for detecting any 
breaking of a driving rule, deviation from the typical driving behaviour and any condition of the driver, which 
can be prejudicial for the driving task, like stress, anger and so on. Thus, it compares the data from the 
“Working Memory” and the predicted data against the driving rules, the driving profile and the car facts, using 
a rule-matching algorithm. If the “Rule- and Data Element Selector” recognises any broken rules, deviations 
from the typical driving behaviour or uncommon driver conditions, it puts the recognised irregularity with the 
corresponding information in to the “Broken Rule Queue” for further processing. The used rule-matching 
algorithm will be described in detail in Chapter 4.  
 
3.2.1.2. Inference engine 
The “Inference Engine” is responsible for deciding if it is necessary to generate and show each 
recommendation to the driver, with the goal of increasing the acceptance of the system by avoiding to bother 
the driver under certain circumstances. Therefore, it first takes an irregularity from the “Broken Rules Queue” 
and checks the corresponding information against the driver profile, especially the already given 
recommendations and the past reactions to them. The reactions to the already given recommendations are 
analysed during the next cycles by checking the changes of the values that are relevant for a specific 
recommendation. However, there are delays until the driver is able to notice and to react to a specific 
recommendation. In 19 the steering reaction time of drivers to a stimulus change, like opening of the door of a 
car parked on the roadside, has been examined. On the basis of the results, Summala recommend to reserve at 
least 3 seconds for drivers to respond by steering. However, the maximum response latency of a driver in 19 was 
about 4 seconds. Furthermore, the brake reaction time is examined in 20 for situations, in which the drivers have 
to brake suddenly and completely unexpectedly. The result showed an average reaction time of 0.9 seconds. 
However, 25% of the drivers had a longer reaction time than 1.2 seconds. Since the drivers have to react to 
given recommendations and the maximum reaction time of a driver to a stimulus change on the road side is 4 
seconds, the “Inference Engine” will wait 5 seconds until it starts to analyse the driver reaction to a 
recommendation, as the driving system wants to give the driver additional time to become aware of the given 
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recommendation. The brake reaction time for an unexpectedly occurred traffic situation can be neglected for 
the estimation of the waiting time, as the recommendations do not appear suddenly or unexpectedly and do not 
require a sudden reaction. 
The following example illustrates the approach: after showing the recommendation “shift the gear to the 
next, to keep the engine speed down”, the “Inference Engine” waits until it starts to analyse the reaction. 
During the next cycles the gear is monitored and checked if the driver has shifted the gear. If the “Inference 
Engine” recognises a higher gear it will assume that the recommendation has been adhered. However, if no 
higher gear is noticed by the “Inference Engine”, it will wait a certain time until it shows the same 
recommendation again, as it does not want to bother the driver. In case of repeated ignorance of that 
recommendation, the “Inference Engine” will decrease the generation frequency of that recommendation. This 
leads to an adaptation of the driving system to the individual driving behaviour whereby the driver needs are 
considered. Thus, the acceptance of the driving system can be increased, as recommendations, which are not 
necessary in the sense of the driver, can be avoided.  
4. The improved rule match algorithm 
The “Rule- and Data Element Selector”, explained in Chapter 3.2.1.1, detects the breaking of driving rules 
or deviations from the normal driving behaviour or an uncommon driver condition using rule-matching 
algorithms. There are several rule-matching algorithms such as Rete, Treat and the Leaps algorithm. The Rete 
algorithm21 compares rules against a certain data set. In the case of the presented driving system, rules are 
defined for the detection of broken driving rules, deviations of the current driving behaviour and any 
uncommon driver condition. A rule for a rule-matching algorithm is described by conditions and consequences. 
For example the rule saving energy consists of two conditions “current rpm > 2500” and “current gear < 6”, 
where the value “6” represents the highest gear of the car. The consequence of the rule in the example is to 
“shift the gear” to keep the engine speed down, when the driver is not driving with the highest gear. The Rete 
algorithm is using a tree-structured network, also called Rete network, to represent the rules, see Fig. 2 (1) for 
an example. The tree consists of alpha nodes and beta nodes, where each alpha node represents one condition 
of the rule, for example “current rpm > 2500” is one alpha node. The beta nodes are used to join the alpha 
nodes. Thus, a beta node represents the joined condition, which was separated in to the alpha nodes, for 
example the beta node of our example would represent the joined conditions of “current rpm > 2500” and 
“current gear < 6”. The Rete network stores a copy of the data within the nodes, where the data matched the 
condition of the node. Thus, every time when the data set changes, the data within the Rete network has to be 
updated. The update consists of two operations: deleting the old data and adding the new data. If all conditions 
of a rule are satisfied, the rule is passed to the conflict set, which consist all rules, whose conditions are 
Fig. 2. The Rete network using the (1) Rete, (2) Treat, (3) Leaps and (4) the improved Rete approach 
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satisfied. According to the conflict set resolution strategy, for example rule ordering (first come, first served), 
the consequence of a rule is fired. The consequence of the rule used in the example before would be “shift the 
gear”. 
The Treat algorithm22 is nearly identical to the Rete algorithm. However, the major advantage of the Treat 
algorithm is that it does not use beta nodes to join the alpha nodes, see Fig. 2 (2). Thus, the memory usage of 
Treat is lower. Instead, the relations of the alpha nodes to each other are recomputed when required. Thus, in 
the example in Fig. 2 (2) the alpha nodes “A” and “B” are recomputed, when the incoming data satisfies the 
nodes. The results of the computation include the rules, whose conditions are satisfied. These rules are also 
stored in the conflict set and are waiting for the activation of their consequence using a conflict set resolution 
strategy. According to Miranker22 the Treat algorithm is more effective than the Rete algorithm, as it requires 
fewer comparisons to perform a binding of the data to the corresponding nodes. Moreover, during the deletion 
of data the Treat algorithm updates the alpha nodes and the conflict set directly, instead of recomputing alpha 
and beta nodes. Nayak et al.23 evaluated the Treat algorithm, using four Soar† programs. The results of the 
evaluation showed that the Rete algorithm outperforms the Treat algorithm in most cases, especially when it is 
used in static structures, as Rete saves intermediate relations instead of recomputing them. According to Nayak 
et al. the evaluation results differ from Mirankers results in 22 because of the metrics used by Miranker. In the 
evaluation of the Treat algorithm, Miranker counted the number of comparisons, which may not “reflect the 
intrinsic differences between the match algorithms”23.  
The Leaps algorithm24 is a rule match algorithm, based on Treat, see Fig. 2 (3). It is also using alpha nodes 
for representing the rule conditions and is also recomputing their relations when required. Moreover, the rules 
whose conditions are satisfied are stored in the conflict set, as well. The extension of the Leaps algorithm is the 
lazy evaluation of the conflict set, where only one rule is computed in each cycle instead of computing all 
possible rules. This allows increasing the rule firing rates and therefore decreasing the execution time, this is 
why it is suited for the usage at large databases.  
The Rete algorithm is the basis algorithm for the Treat and Leaps algorithms. The Treat algorithm tries to 
improve the Rete algorithm by omitting the beta nodes and recomputing the relations of the nodes when 
required. The Leaps algorithm is the improvement of Treat by using a lazy evaluation to solve the conflict set. 
In the presented driving system a queue is used for collecting and ordering the broken rules, according to the 
“first in, first out” principle, as the driving system shows only one recommendation at the same time. Thus, a 
conflict set including a conflict set resolution strategy has not to be considered, why the Leaps algorithm can be 
neglected, as it only differs from the Treat algorithm regarding the resolution of the conflict set. Furthermore, 
as shown in 23, the Rete algorithm outperforms Treat in most cases, therefore the Rete algorithm will be the 
basis for the rule match algorithm used in the “Rule- and Data Element Selector” for detecting the broken 
driving rules, deviations from the typical driving behaviour and any uncommon driver condition.  
The data set used in the “Rule- and Data Element Selector” consists of all information needed for the rule 
match algorithm. It stores the information of the current driving situation in tuples, which is defined by the 
name of a certain information and the corresponding value, for example “current rpm: 3000” and “current gear: 
3”. The amount of the tuples stored in the data set is not changing during a journey, as all relevant information 
is gained from the car, the user and the environment from the beginning of the journey. The tuples, respectively 
the values within the tuples, are updated by the “Data Layer” in the frequency of 100 Hertz, which means that 
the usage of the original Rete algorithm in the presented driving system would not be very efficient as it would 
have to delete the old and add the new value, in every Rete network with the frequency of 100 Hertz. To solve 
this issue, the Rete network has been modified, so that the alpha nodes are getting a pointer to the 
 
 
† Soar, also cognitive architecture, is an architecture for systems capable of general intelligence 
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corresponding tuples during the initialisation of the Rete network. Thus, after the update of the data set the 
“Rule- and Data Element Selector“ initiates the checking of the alpha node conditions. If a condition of the 
alpha node is satisfied, the result of the checking is stored in the alpha node and is passed to the corresponding 
beta node. The alpha and beta nodes store the results of the comparison of the alpha node conditions, instead of 
the redundant data stored in the alpha nodes. Fig. 2 (4) shows the Rete network of the improved Rete algorithm. 
This approach allows the faster processing of the Rete algorithm as it does not have to update the data of every 
node after every change of the data set, which is inefficient for the driving system.  
The rules used to initialise the Rete network are defined in a text file with the file extension “DRR”, which 
is the abbreviation for “driving rule”. The “DRR”-file contains 13 energy-efficient and safety relevant driving 
rules, whose adherence are monitored by expert system. The energy-efficient driving rule “To shift as soon as 
possible” is described by shifting the gear at the latest by 2500rpm and when the current gear is not the highest 
gear. On the basis of these facts, the rule used for the Rete network has two conditions: “current rpm > 2500” 
and “current gear <= highest gear”. Fig. 3 shows the description of the energy-efficient driving rule in the 
“DRR” file. 
The begin of a rule description within the “DRR” file is indicated by key word “#rule”, which is followed by 
the name of the described rule, “ecoRPM” in Fig. 3. The conditions of a rule are defined between the key 
words “#when” and “#end”. If more than one condition is required to define a rule, the conditions are chained 
together with the symbol “&”, as the Rete algorithm generate one alpha node for each condition. However, if a 
driving rule contains the logical operator “OR”, the driving rule has to be modified so that it can be interpreted 
without using a logical “OR”. So far, the Rete algorithm checks the presence of a condition. However, if it is 
needed to check the absence of a condition, it is possible to use negated conditions. A negated condition is 
indicated by using a “!” in front of the condition, for example “!(currentRpm > 2500)”. Furthermore, the 
improved Rete algorithm allows defining a rule using a term, as the driving system has to calculate for example 
the minimum distance to the preceding car. The distance is calculated on the basis of the thumb rule “minimum 
distance = current car speed / 2”. Thus, condition of the driving rule is defined with the following syntax: 
“current distance <= (current speed / 2)”. 
The Rete algorithm has been adapted and optimised for the usage in systems, whose data is changing 
frequently. It allows defining the driving rules within the “DRR” files by using logical expressions and terms. 
Furthermore, it has been optimised to do the rule matching in a more efficient way. The following chapter 
describes the evaluation of the improved Rete algorithm and their results. 
5. Evaluation & results 
The evaluation of the improved rule match algorithm was done by using a driving simulator. We captured 
the data of the virtual car during a journey of about 8 minutes on the driving simulator. The captured data 
consisted of information about the car like revolutions per minute, car speed, current gear and so on. On the 
basis of the captured data, we evaluated the improved and the original Rete algorithm using three driving rules. 
To measure the efficiency of the algorithms, we compared the accesses to the alpha and beta node memories 
and the comparisons of the changed data within the data set against the alpha and beta node conditions. During 
Fig. 3. An energy-efficient driving rule described in the "DRR" file 
#rule  
 "ecoRPM" 
#when 
 currentRpm > 2500 & currentGear < 6 
#end 
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the first measurement, the Rete network of the algorithms were initialised using the energy-efficient driving 
rule “shift as soon as possible at the latest by 2500rpm” Fig. 4 (1), which was used in Chapter 4 as an example. 
Thus, the Rete network of the improved and the original algorithm had the same structure as in Fig. 2 (4) and 
Fig. 2 (1). Furthermore, they consisted of two alpha nodes with the conditions “current rpm > 2500” and 
“current gear < 6” and one beta node, which joined the two conditions. In the following measurements of the 
evaluation, the safety relevant driving rules “do not exceed the speed limit” Fig. 4 (2) and “keep enough 
distance to preceding car” Fig. 4 (3) were used to initialise the Rete algorithms. 
As shown in the results of the evaluation in Fig. 4, the improved rule match algorithm outperforms the 
original Rete algorithm, as it needed fewer comparisons of the node conditions and fewer accesses to the node 
memory. During the 8 min journey, the improved rule match algorithm needed only two accesses to the node 
memory to keep the nodes up to date, as it passes a pointer to the nodes, which point to the corresponding data 
of the variables “current rpm” and “current gear”. However, the original Rete algorithm needed more accesses 
to the alpha and beta memory, in which it removed the old and added the new data, which satisfied the 
condition of the node. Furthermore, the improved rule match algorithm needed fewer comparisons of the data 
against the different driving rule node conditions. In contrast, the original Rete algorithm needed about 14 
times more to compare the data against the node conditions of the driving rule “do not exceed the speed limit”. 
In summary, the original Rete algorithm needed more comparisons of the data and more accesses to nodes. The 
difference of the performance is the effect of signalling the Rete network after every update of the data set to 
check the conditions of the nodes, instead of passing all changed data of the data set to the Rete network. The 
approach of the improved rule match algorithm saves comparisons, as the nodes get only pointers to the data, 
which are relevant for their comparison. The original Rete algorithm, however, passes all changed data within 
the data set to the Rete network, which then checks if the incoming data is relevant for a node and if the 
conditions of the nodes are satisfied by the incoming data. Thus, the usage of the original Rete algorithm is 
inefficient for the driving system presented in this paper, as its data set is changing frequently, which would 
lead to a frequent recomputation of the alpha and beta nodes. 
6. Conclusion & further work 
In this paper an improved rule match algorithm was introduced, which is used in the expert system of an 
energy-efficiency and safety relevant driving system. The goal of the driving system is to improve the driving 
behaviour in terms of energy-efficiency and safety by giving recommendations to the driver. Therefore, the 
improved rule match algorithm checks the incoming information about the car, driver and the environment 
against the typical driving behaviour, energy-efficient and safety relevant driving rules as well as the driver 
condition. This allows the driving system to create individually generated recommendations, which help 
Fig. 4. The result of the evaluation with the rules: (1) CurrentRPM < 2500 & CurrentGear < 6,  
(2) CurrentSpeed > CurrentSpeedlimit and (3) CurrentDistanceToCar < CurrentSpeed/2 
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eliminating bad driving habits, while considering the driver needs. The rule match algorithm introduced in this 
paper is based on the Rete algorithm. However, the major difference between the two algorithms is passing a 
pointer to the relevant data instead of saving the data, which satisfied a condition of a node. This difference is 
the main reason why the performance of the Rete algorithm is poorer in the evaluated environment, as the 
matching of a frequently changing data set involves the frequent recomputation of the alpha and beta node 
memories in Rete, while the improved rule match algorithm is able to access the updated data using the pointer 
stored in the nodes.  
Since the “Inference Engine” decides if it is necessary to show a recommendation to the driver, it has to be 
figured out, which algorithm fits the needs of the “Inference Engine”. Furthermore, it has to be evaluated if the 
waiting time of 5 seconds after showing a recommendation to the driver satisfies the needs of the driver. 
Besides the evaluation of the algorithm, a user friendly concept has to be worked out, according to the usability 
guidelines for human-machine interfaces for in-vehicle systems25. Finally, the recommendations have to be 
displayed in a noticeable way without distracting the driver. 
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